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Take 2 sticky notes and write one multiplication or 
division word problem on each: 

● 1-step problems only
● Use 1- or 2-digit numbers
● Draw a picture to represent your 

solution 

Put them aside for now.



Who’s Here Today?

Raise your hand if you are:

● A primary grades  teacher
● An intermediate grades  teacher
● A middle s chool teacher
● A high s chool teacher
● A math coach or s pecialis t
● An adminis trator
● A teacher educator
● Other??



47% of word problem errors occurred 
before any sort of calculation process 
took place. 

(Newman, 1977, as cited in Watson, 1980)

Watson, I. (1980). Investigating errors of beginning mathematicians. Educational 
Studies in Mathematics, 11(3), p.319–329. https://doi.org/10.1007/BF00697743

https://doi.org/https:/doi.org/10.1007/BF00697743


How are these problems the same? Different?
Draw a picture and an equation for each.

Mrs. Sandoval handed 
out 60 stickers at lunch. 
She gave the first 
students in line 2 stickers 
each. How many 
students got stickers?

Mrs. Sandoval handed 
out 60 stickers at lunch. 
She gave the first 
students in line 30 
stickers each. How many 
students got stickers?



Possible Problem Solutions: Describe the 
differences

Mrs. Sandoval handed out 60 stickers at 
lunch. She gave the first students in line 2 
stickers. How many students got stickers?

Mrs. Sandoval handed out 60 stickers at 
lunch. She gave the first students in line 30 
stickers. How many students got stickers?



Multiplier Factor – Measure Factor
Multiplier Factor

- Tells “how many” or “what portion of”
- Like a scale factor
- When a fraction, it acts like an operator
- Tells  “how many groups”
- Is  the divisor in a  partitive divis ion problem
- Is  the quotient in a  measurement divis ion 

problem
- In Marilyn Burns ’ “circles  and s tars ” 

analogy, the multiplier is  the “circle”
- In a  comparison, it is  the “times  as  many” 

factor

Measure Factor

- Tells  what group you’re making a  copy of
- When a  fraction, is  a  measurement or a  

number
- Tells  the “s ize of the group”
- Is  the quotient in a  partitive divis ion 

problem
- Is  the divisor in a  measurement divis ion 

problem
- In Marilyn Burns ’ “circles  and s tars ” 

analogy, the measure is  the “s tars ”
- In a  comparison, it is  what is  being 

compared



Why does the type of the factor matter? 



Why does this model not work?
Make a drawing that shows how you can find the product.  Explain your reasoning 
using word, pictures, and numbers.

3.25 × 5



Let’s look at the TEKS



Grade 2

(6) Number and operations. The student applies mathematical process standards to connect repeated addition and 
subtraction to multiplication and division situations that involve equal groupings and shares. The student is expected to: 
● (A) model, create, and des cribe contextual multiplication s ituations  in which equivalent s ets  of concrete objects  

are joined; and 
● (B) model, create, and des cribe contextual divis ion s ituations  in which a s et of concrete objects  is  s eparated into 

equivalent s ets . 



Grade 3
(4) Number and operations. The student applies mathematical process standards to develop and use strategies and 
methods for whole number computations in order to solve problems with efficiency and accuracy. The student is 
expected to: 
● (D) determine the total number of objects  when equally-s ized groups  of objects  are combined or arranged in 

arrays  up to 10 by 10; 
● (H) determine the number of objects  in each group when a s et of objects  is  partitioned into equal s hares  or a  s et 

of objects  is  s hared equally; 
● (J ) determine a quotient us ing the relations hip between multiplication and divis ion; and 
● (K) s olve one-s tep and two-s tep problems  involving multiplication and divis ion within 100 us ing s trategies  bas ed 

on objects ; pictorial models , including arrays , area models , and equal groups ; properties  of operations ; or recall of 
facts . 

(5) Algebraic reas oning. The s tudent applies  mathematical proces s  s tandards  to analyze and create patterns  and 
relations hips . The s tudent is  expected to: 
● (B) repres ent and s olve one- and two-s tep multiplication and divis ion problems within 100 us ing arrays , s trip 

diagrams , and equations ; 
● (C) des cribe a multiplication expres s ion as  a  comparis on s uch as  3 x 24 repres ents  3 times  as  much as  24; 
● (D) determine the unknown whole number in a  multiplication or divis ion equation relating three whole numbers  

when the unknown is  either a  mis s ing factor or product; 



Grade 4

(4) Number and operations. The student applies mathematical process standards to develop and use strategies and 
methods for whole number computations and decimal sums and differences in order to solve problems with efficiency 
and accuracy. The student is expected to: 
● (H) s olve with fluency one- and two-s tep problems  involving multiplication and divis ion, including interpreting 

remainders . 



Grade 5

(4) Algebraic reasoning. The student applies mathematical process standards to develop concepts of expressions and 
equations. The student is expected to: 
● (B) repres ent and s olve multi-s tep problems  involving the four operations  with whole numbers  us ing equations  

with a  letter s tanding for the unknown quantity; 
● (D) recognize the difference between additive and multiplicative numerical patterns  given in a  table or graph; 



● Think about the factors in each situation. What do 
they represent? What work do they do?

● Look at the units in the factors and product in the 
problem. Do the factors have the same unit or do the 
factors have two different units?
○ If the factors have the same unit, do they 

create a new unit?
○ If the factors have two different units, what are 

the containers or groups? What is in each 
container or group?

The Work of 
Multiplication & Division



Which Element is Unknown?
The product?
or
One of the factors?



What about remainders?

● We can put aside the remainder and use the whole number part of the result 
as the answer.
○ There are 45 flowers. Each bouquet requires 10 flowers. How many full bouquets can be made? 

● We can use the next highes t whole-number value.
○ There are 75 children going on the field trip. Each bus carries 30 children. How many buses are 

required for the trip? 
● We can include the remainder as  a  partia l quantity, represented as  a  fraction 

or decimal.
○ John can read about 40 pages in an hour. How long will it take him to read a 60-page book? 

● The remainder is  the solution.
○ Mrs. King has 25 books to give to 8 students for summer reading.                                                      

If each student gets the same number of books, how many will                                                        
she have left? 



How are these problems the same? Different?
Draw a picture and an equation for each.

2/3 of a stick of butter is 
needed to bake one 
batch of brownies. How 
many sticks of butter are 
needed to make six 
batches of brownies?

I have 6 cookies. 2/3 of 
the cookies are oatmeal 
raisin. How many 
oatmeal raisin cookies do 
I have?



2/3 of a stick of butter is needed to bake one 
batch of brownies. How many sticks of butter are 
needed to make six batches of brownies?

I have 6 cookies. 2/3 of the cookies 
are oatmeal raisin. How many oatmeal 
raisin cookies do I have?

Possible Problem Solutions: Describe the 
differences



How are these problems the same? Different?
Draw a picture for each.

The 8 children in line 
each had 6 books to 
check out from the 
library.  How many books 
will be checked out?

The carpet at the front of 
the classroom measured 
6 feet by 8 feet. What is 
the area of the carpet?



Possible Problem Solutions: Describe the 
differences

The 8 children in line each had 6 books 
to check out from the library.  How many 
books will be checked out?

The carpet at the front of the 
classroom measured 6 feet by 8 feet. 
What is the area of the carpet?



● Think about the factors in each situation. What do 
they represent? What work do they do?

● Look at the units in the factors and product in the 
problem. Do the factors have the same unit or do the 
factors have two different units?
○ If the factors have the same unit, do they 

create a new unit?
○ If the factors have two different units, what are 

the containers or groups? What is in each 
container or group?

The Work of 
Multiplication & Division



Combinations 

https://www.google.com/search?q=probability+coin+dice&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=ZAthkmWw-k-bZM%253A%252CUt15SchVkztx-M%252C_&vet=1&usg=AI4_-kQ3Yqd__DtooxH-b7GKdkXsdmR09g&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwia1524ou3gAhURrlkKHU9hASoQ9QEwAHoECAkQBg#imgrc=ZAthkmWw-k-bZM: 

2       × 6         =        12

https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=z5t_XJjHMIqk_Qair6-ADQ&q=probability+dice+coin&oq=probability+dice+coin&gs_l=img.3..0i8i30.168189.171881..172124...0.0..0.52.386.8......1....1..gws-wiz-img.6OqFa8EOuiQ#imgrc=4ektNPgRr5aaWM: 

Outcomes
(1, H)
(1, T)
(2, H)
(2, T)
(3, H)
(3, T)
(4, H)
(4, T)
(5, H)
(5, T)
(6, H)
(6, T)

6       × 2         =        12

https://www.google.com/search?q=probability+coin+dice&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=ZAthkmWw-k-bZM%253A%252CUt15SchVkztx-M%252C_&vet=1&usg=AI4_-kQ3Yqd__DtooxH-b7GKdkXsdmR09g&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwia1524ou3gAhURrlkKHU9hASoQ9QEwAHoECAkQBg#imgrc=ZAthkmWw-k-bZM
https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=z5t_XJjHMIqk_Qair6-ADQ&q=probability+dice+coin&oq=probability+dice+coin&gs_l=img.3..0i8i30.168189.171881..172124...0.0..0.52.386.8......1....1..gws-wiz-img.6OqFa8EOuiQ#imgrc=4ektNPgRr5aaWM


Big Books



Revisit Post it Notes

Look again at the problems you put on the post-it notes. 

What problem type(s) did you represent?



● Think about the factors in each situation. What do 
they represent? What work do they do?

● Look at the units in the factors and product in the 
problem. Do the factors have the same unit or do the 
factors have two different units?
○ If the factors have the same unit, do they 

create a new unit?
○ If the factors have two different units, what are 

the containers or groups? What is in each 
container or group?

The Work of 
Multiplication & Division



Thank you!

Sara Delano Moore, ORIGO Education
(s_moore@origomath.com)
Kimberly Morrow-Leong, George Mason University  
(morrowmath@gmail.com)
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